SERIES IV
MANKILLER: A CHIEF AND HER PEOPLE


1:2 Interviews between Wallis and Mankiller. 11 Oct 1991. 2 audiocassettes and corresponding TMs transcription.

1:3 2 audiocassettes only. 18 Oct 1991.

1:4 Transcription only. 5 Nov 1991.

1:5 1 audiocassette and corresponding transcription. 14 Nov 1991.

1:6 Transcriptions only. 22 Nov 1991.


1:11 1 audiocassette only. 13 Mar 1992.

1:12 Transcription only. 29 May 1992.

1:13 2 audiocassette tapes. Contents, if any, unknown.

1:14 pcTMs of an early draft of text, later revised for Chapt 1, 47p.

1:15 Version 1: TMs draft chronology in 3 versions, 10p each with AMs revisions.

Table of Contents in 2 versions, 1p each with AMs revisions and notes.

Introduction in 2 versions. Version1, 13p; version 2 with AMs revisions and notes, 12p.


2:2 Another TMs draft version of Chapt 6.

2:3 Version 3: TMs draft with AMs notes attached. Introduction-Chapt 7. Includes 1p of AMs explanatory text inserted at p75.

2:4 Chpt 8-12.

2:5 Another TMs draft version of Chpt 12.
Version 4: TMs draft marked as the corrected and final version. Includes Table of Contents (in 4 versions with AMs revisions), Author's Note, Introduction, pl-194.

p195-349. Includes chronology in 2 versions, 1 copy marked as unedited.

Mankiller's extensive AMs notes, corrections and suggested changes for Chapt 1, 3, 6, 8-13, and chronology.

AMs/TMs of copyeditors' final notes and comments, with additional notes by Rowena Mills (red pencil), Bob Weil (black pencil), Mankiller (via Rowena Mills (blue ink), 42p.

pc of copyeditors' draft, pl-160. Includes explanatory cover memo from Rowena Mills to Wallis.

pl61-338 plus backmatter.

Additional material needed before sending the text to SMP, 6p. Includes explanatory cover memo from Wallis to Mankiller, 17 May 1993.

Proposed extracts and quotes in the form of TMs drafts, internet printouts, and excised magazine article, 37p.

pc of first pass page proofs with cover letter from SMP editorial assistant to Rowena Mills, 21 Jul 1993. pl-98.

p99-275. Includes Bibliography and Suggested Readings, photo credits, About the Author, etc., all not yet typeset.


Another version, 34p.

TM's relating to permissions, possible changes to text, and additions to bibliography, 4p.

TM's relating to quotes, "Voices" section, and dust jacket blurb, 7p.

Script and correspondence relating to the audiotape version of the autobiography. 1993-1994.

Draft segments for a proposed magazine story for PEOPLE Magazine. (See SERIES XII: Articles: PEOPLE Magazine)

"Wilma Mankiller: The Cherokee Chief with a New Vision." (See SERIES XII: Articles)
“Hail to the Chief.” (See SERIES XII: Articles)

“Keeper of the Flame.” Screenplay in reference to Mankiller. (See Correspondence: Ford, Kathryn)

Research material
Family history.

Amerindian education.

Cherokees, Removal of.

CHRONICLES OF OKLAHOMA.

Columbus.

Georgia Cherokee planters.

Gilcrease.

Indian Schools in the U. S., History and present development.

Indian policy, Chronology of.

Indian schools in the U. S., History and present development of.

Indians and the Constitution.

Japanese relocation.

Jefferson, Thomas.

Legal History course manual.

Native Americans in the media

Sequoyah.

Southeastern Indians.

Tahlequah.

Tennessee’s Indian peoples.

Trail of Tears.

Various subjects.

Various subjects.
8:1-3  Various subjects.